WHAT IS REI?

We first brought the Racial Equity Institute (REI), nationally recognized for helping communities address institutional racism, to Charleston in January 2017. We have since conducted 34 REI workshops, and demand is still growing! Organizations sponsor executives, staff, or volunteers to attend, or people attend on their own. Each participant leaves changed, with dramatically elevated worldviews and tools to address racism in their own communities and lives.
REASON ATTENDED

- **65%** BY MY OWN CHOICE
- **35%** AT THE DIRECTIVE OF MY ORGANIZATION

RACIAL INEQUALITY EXISTS ACROSS ALL SYSTEMS

- **50%** YES: PRIOR TO PARTICIPATING
- **80%** YES: AFTER PARTICIPATING

POWER IN THE US IS DIRECTLY TIED TO RACE

- **50%** YES: PRIOR TO PARTICIPATING
- **78%** YES: AFTER PARTICIPATING
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